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http://jfa.tips/FreeEmailManager

Mailstrom automates the sorting and filing of

emails into folders for immediate notification or

moves to trash with one simple 'rule' you create.

http://jfa.tips/Reviews  Online reviews

SoTell Us allows your Customers to upload
powerful video and audio immediately and
directly to your designated website.

http://jfa.tips/Zoom      Video Conferencing

Zoom offers so many tools that video
conferences will never be the same. Recording,
share the screen, toll-free phone numbers,
up to 100 participants on the free plan.

http://jfa.tips/YouMail   Customized Voice Mail

 
-Voicemail greeting can be created for each Customer
-Convert voicemails to emails or TXTs
-Privacy GuardCaller ID to unmask unknown callers
-Virtually Unlimited  Voicemail-To-TextRead your voicemails.

http://jfa.tips/Tchotchke    650,000 + ideas

How do you explode your ideas to demonstrate your business?

How do you brand yourself?  Put your logo or your clients' logo
on apparel, merchandise, giveaways, electronics, etc.  

Virtual samples available at no charge.

http://jfa.tips/FreeFlipbook   PDF>Brochure

Explain how your ideas will create a competitive differentiation

without breaking the bank by using flipbooks. Learn from

Starbucks, Apple, Rolex, Zappos how to add AHAs to your

presentation by looking like an animated brochure.

http://jfa.tips/Chocolate 
10 pounds of milk or dark chocolate.
Too much is better than too little. Chocolate is
always a WOW gift for any occasion or meeting.

http://jfa.tips/WebMessaging    Live Chat 
Monitor and chat with visitors on your website, mobile
app or from a  free customizable page. Load on all your
websites, for free and start live conversations.

http://jfa.tips/MPLC     License movie and TV scenes

 Don't sell--tell. Detail the current status, accomplishments timeline

by licensing movie and TV scenes that brings Hollywood
to your presentation. Annual license required.
Don't risk getting fined by showing copyrighted content.
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Powerful  Tools

     Most have 30 Day Free Trial 

To  Leverage Technology
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http://jfa.tips/TinyURLs              Shorten URLs

Tiny.cc lets you shorten, track and manage URLs.
Generate QR codes or create custom URL slugs using a
keyword. Free plan or a variety of paid plans with tons of
upgraded features.
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